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Abstract— Liveness-enforcing supervisors (LESs) guarantee

deadlock-free operations in resource allocation systems (RASs).

Given the growing emphasis on higher resource utilization and

operational flexibility, it is greatly desirable to obtain the op-

timal LES that can provide the maximum behavioral latitude.

In general, however, computation of the maximally permissive

LES is computationally intractable, and accordingly, the class of

algebraic LESs has been proposed in the literature as a viable

suboptimal alternative for various RAS classes. The objective of

this work is to further enhance the permissiveness of algebraic

LESs by taking advantage of the routing flexibility inherent in

contemporary RASs. Specifically, we consider a class of alge-

braic LES that allows supervisor parameterizations based on the

system routing flexibility, and propose a method to effectively

mix the algebraic LESs obtained from the policy instantiation

through a set of different parameter values. The resulting policy

mixture, to be called dynamic algebraic LES , provides increased

permissiveness as it allows flexible on-line switching among dif-

ferent resource reservation schemes, corresponding to different

process routings. The proposed method for constructing the dy-

namic algebraic LES is presented in the context of the class of

Conjunctive / Disjunctive (CD)-RASs, which subsumes the ma-

jor RAS classes currently studied in the literature.
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I. Introduction

Sequential resource allocation is a pertinent abstraction for
the qualitative modeling of the behavioral dynamics of many
contemporary technological applications. Generally speaking, a
sequential resource allocation system (RAS) is defined by a fi-
nite set of resources, and a set of processes, executing in stages,
with each process stage requiring the exclusive allocation of a
certain resource subset for its successful completion. A key re-
quirement for the behavioral correctness of these systems is that
they remain live, i.e., that they effectively avoid deadlocking
situations where a set of executing processes is permanently
blocked due to the fact that each process in this set requires
for its further advancement the allocation of some resource(s)
held by another process in this set. In [1] it was shown that
the problem of deadlock avoidance in sequential RAS trans-
lates to the synthesis of a supervisor that will constrain the
system behavior in a strongly connected component of its un-
derlying state space, that also contains the system initial empty
state. Given the current emphasis on increased resource utiliza-
tion and operational flexibility, the objective is to obtain the
maximally permissive liveness-enforcing supervisor (LES), that
will provide the maximum behavioral latitude. However, the
implementation of the maximally permissive LES is a computa-
tionally intractable problem for most real-life applications [2].
Hence, a large body of the past results has been centered around
the development of suboptimal but polynomially computable
LESs, that seek to assure the system liveness while maintain-
ing considerable flexibility, through pertinent exploitation of the
available information on the system structure and dynamics [3],
[1], [4], [5], [6].

In particular, algebraic LESs have been proposed in the
past as mathematically elegant and computationally efficient
solutions to the problem of LES synthesis for various RAS
classes, able to provide a viable trade-off between computational

tractability and operational efficiency [1], [5], [7], [6], [8]. A for-
mal definition of this class of policies is provided in the next
section, but at this point we notice that their algebraic char-
acter stems from the fact that they attain the system liveness
by constraining the maximum number of jobs that can simulta-
neously execute various subsets of the RAS process stages. As
a result, they can be naturally expressed by a system of linear
inequalities to be observed by the RAS state. If the number
of the stage sets defining the policy constraints is polynomially
bounded with respect to (w.r.t.) the RAS size, the resulting pol-
icy is polynomially implementable through one-step-lookahead.

Given the suboptimality of the algebraic LES, past research
has also proposed a number of ways for enhancing their op-
erational flexibility/permissiveness. Hence, it has been shown
that when there exists a set of algebraic LESs for a given RAS,
one can define the disjunctive supervisor [8] that admits a RAS
state if and only if (iff) the state is admitted by some LES in
the set. This new supervisor leads also to live system behavior,
while it is more permissive than the originally available poli-
cies, since it admits the union of the state subspaces admitted
by each of the constituent supervisors. More recently, the works
presented in [7], [8] attempted to enhance the permissiveness of
any given algebraic LES by relaxing the right-hand-side (rhs)
of its defining linear constraints, and provided a search method
for identifying a maximal rhs vector that can retain the sys-
tem liveness. Another relevant line of research can be found in
[9], where a two-stage heuristic for applying an algebraic LES to
RAS allowing for alternative resource allocations was presented.

The work presented in this paper seeks to complement the
aforementioned theoretical developments, and provide a com-
putationally efficient method to further enhance the permissive-
ness of algebraic LESs, by taking advantage of the routing flex-
ibility inherent in contemporary RASs. Specifically, this paper
starts from the observation that certain algebraic LES classes,
when applied on RAS with routing flexibility, can have many
different instantiations parameterized by the process routes sup-
ported by the eventual LES implementation, and proposes a way
to effectively mix (a subset of) the resulting policy instantia-
tions. The obtained supervisor, to be called dynamic algebraic
LES, constitutes a policy mixture, since it allows the concurrent
execution in the RAS of various process instances observing
different LES instantiations, and their flexible on-line switching
among the different resource reservation schemes defining the
constituent LESs. As it was mentioned above, the net result is
the enhancement of the underlying operational permissiveness /
flexibility. In fact, it is shown that the proposed policy mixture
is more powerful than supervisor disjunction. The computa-
tional procedure for constructing the dynamic algebraic LES
and the proof for its correctness are presented in the context of
the class of Conjunctive / Disjunctive Resource Allocation Sys-
tems (CD-RASs) [8], which subsumes the major RAS classes
currently studied in the literature [10], [4], [7], [9], [8]. Never-
theless, we remark that the idea presented in this paper can be
applied to more general RAS classes; one such application in
the context of an RAS that extends the CD-RAS with reworks
and uncontrollable events, can be found in [11].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II pro-
vides the preliminary results necessary for the subsequent anal-
ysis. Section III develops the main results of the paper. Finally,
Section IV concludes the paper and provides some discussion on
potential future research.

II. Preliminary Results

This section reviews some past results that are necessary for
the developments in Section III. Specifically, the first part of the
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section introduces the S3PGR2 net, originally presented in [6],
that effectively models the dynamics of CD-RAS, by allowing
for conjunctive resource acquisitions and flexible routings. The
rest of the section defines the notion of algebraic LES for the
S3PGR2 net, and introduces the G-RUN LES as a canonical
example of algebraic LES for the subsequent analysis. In what
follows, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
results of Petri net structural analysis [12].
CD-RAS and their Petri net modeling The CD-RAS is

defined by a set of resource types R = {Ri, i = 1, . . . ,m}, and
a set of process types J = {Jj , j = 1, . . . , n}. Every resource
type Ri is further characterized by its capacity Ci ∈ Z+, where
Z+ is the set of positive integers. Processing requirements of
process type Jj are defined by a set of stages, partially ordered
through a set of precedence constraints. Each process stage p is
associated with a conjunctive resource allocation requirement,
expressed by anm-dimensional vector (aip)

i=1,...,m, where aip ∈
{0}∪Z+, i = 1, . . . ,m, indicates how many units of resource Ri

are required to support the stage execution.
The resource allocation dynamics taking place in CD-RAS

can be modeled by a marked Petri net [12]. Specifically, the pro-
cess flow of each process type Jj is represented by a net structure
known as Simple Sequential Process (S2P ) [10]. This net is for-
mally defined by an ordinary strongly connected state machine
Nj = (PSj ∪ {p0j}, Tj ,Wj) such that (i) PSj 6= ∅, p0j 6∈ PSj ,

and (ii) every circuit of Nj contains {p0j}. In the S2P net,
each place p ∈ PSj corresponds to a process stage of Jj , and
place p0j is characterized as the idle place, since its marking
represents the instances of process type Jj waiting to be loaded
to the RAS. The S3PGR2 (System of Simple Sequential Pro-
cesses with General Resource Requirements) net modeling the
CD-RAS is completed by interconnecting the S2P nets through
a set of resource places, PR, which model the availability of the
various resource types. Formally, it is defined as follows:
Definition 1: A well-marked S3PGR2 net is a marked PN

N = (P, T,W,M0) such that
1. P = PS ∪ P0 ∪ PR, where PS =

⋃n

i=1
PSi s.t. PSi ∩ PSj =

∅, ∀i 6= j, P0 =
⋃n

i=1
{p0i} s.t. P0 ∩ PS = ∅, and PR =

{r1, . . . , rm} s.t. (PS ∪ P0) ∩ PR = ∅.
2. T =

⋃n

i=1
Ti.

3. W = WS∪WR, whereWS : ((PS∪P0)×T )∪(T×(PS∪P0))→
{0, 1} s.t. ∀j 6= i, ((PSj ∪P0j )× Ti)∪ (Ti × (PSj ∪P0j ))→ {0},

and WR : (PR × T ) ∪ (T × PR)→ {0} ∪ Z+.
4. ∀i, i = 1, . . . , n, the subnet Ni generated by PSi ∪{p0i}∪Ti
is an S2P net.
5. ∀r ∈ PR, ∃ a unique minimal p-semiflow yr s.t. ‖yr‖ ∩PR =
{r}, ‖yr‖∩P0 = ∅, ‖yr‖∩PS 6= ∅, and yr(r) = 1. Furthermore,
PS =

⋃

r∈PR
(‖yr‖ − PR).

6. N is pure and strongly connected.
7. ∀p ∈ PS , M0(p) = 0; ∀r ∈ PR, M0(r) ≥ maxp∈‖yr‖yr(p);
and ∀p0i ∈ P0, M0(p0i) ≥ 1.
Example 1 Figure 1 shows an example S3PGR2 net. It

models a CD-RAS consisting of three resource types R1, R2,
and R3 with capacities C1 = C2 = 4, and C3 = 3, and sup-
porting two process types J1 and J2. The flow of process
type J1 is defined by the set of places {p10, p1, p2, p3} that are
strictly ordered through the flow relations. Hence, J1 does not
present any routing flexibility. Process type J2 allows for al-
ternate routings, and its flow is defined by the set of partially
ordered places {p20, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9}. That is, a process of
type J2 can take any of the routes defined by the sequence
of places < p4, p5, p7 >, < p4, p5, p8 >, < p4, p6, p8 > and
< p4, p6, p9 >, for its successful completion. The resource allo-
cation requirements for the process places are defined as follows:
(aip1)

i=1,2,3 = (2, 0, 0), (aip2)
i=1,2,3 = (0, 1, 0), (aip3)

i=1,2,3
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Fig. 1. An example S
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= (1, 0, 2), (aip4)
i=1,2,3 = (1, 0, 1), (aip5)

i=1,2,3 = (0, 2, 0),
(aip6)

i=1,2,3 = (0, 0, 1), (aip7)
i=1,2,3 = (0, 1, 0), (aip8)

i=1,2,3 =
(0, 0, 2), (aip9)

i=1,2,3 = (0, 1, 1). Finally, assuming that places
are ordered in the flow matrix Θ according to the sequence
< p10, p1, p2, p3, p20, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9, r1, r2, r3 >, M0 =
(4, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 4, 3)T , and M = (0, 0, 4, 0, 1, 0, 0, 3,
0, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0)T is a reachable marking from M0, at which no
transitions are enabled. Therefore, the net is not live. ¦
Algebraic LESs Given an S3PGR2 net, N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪

PR, T,W,M0), an algebraic LES is defined by the following sys-
tem of linear inequalities:

A ·MS ≤ f (1)

In Equation (1), A = [ᾱip]
i=1,...,N
p∈PS

is an N × |PS | matrix
such that ᾱip ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N, ∀p ∈ PS , and N is a poly-
nomial number with respect to the RAS size;1 MS is a vector
representing the system resource allocation state, obtained by
projecting the net marking M on the subspace defined by PS ;
f = (fi)i=1,...,N is an N -dimensional vector of positive integers.
As a control law, Equation (1) implies that the RAS state rep-
resented by vector MS is admissible iff Equation (1) is satisfied.

The control logic imposed by an algebraic LES can be em-
bedded to the behavior of the original, uncontrolled S3PGR2

net through the superposition of a control subnet constructed
as follows: (i) Each constraint in Equation (1) is represented
by a control place wi, with initial marking M0(wi) = fi, i =
1, . . . , N ; let PW = {w1, w2, . . . , wN}. (ii) The control places
wi ∈ PW are connected to the net transitions as follows: First,
we define ᾱip = 0, ∀p ∈ P0. Also, ∀t ∈ T , let {p} ≡ •t

∩ (PS ∪ P0), and {q} ≡ t• ∩ (PS ∪ P0). Then, ∀wi ∈ PW ,
W (wi, t) = ᾱiq − ᾱip, if ᾱiq − ᾱip > 0; W (t, wi) = ᾱip − ᾱiq, if
ᾱiq − ᾱip < 0; W (wi, t) = W (t, wi) = 0, otherwise. The result-
ing net, N = (P0∪PS∪PR∪PW , T,W,M0), is called CS

3PGR2

(Controlled S3PGR2).
It is easy to see that, in the CS3PGR2 net, the control places

defined by PW play the role of additional control resources,
since they control the firing of their output transitions (rep-
resenting the original resource allocation events) through the
availability of the tokens circulated through them, in the same
way that the non-/availability of tokens in the original resource
places disables/enables the firing of the net transitions. Based
on this observation, we obtain the nice closure property that the
CS3PGR2 net belongs to the class of S3PGR2 nets. Further-
more, we remark that the size of CS3PGR2 net is polynomially
related to that of the original, uncontrolled S3PGR2 net.

1The RAS size is defined by the number of resource types and the number of

distinct process stages.
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The G-RUN LES for S3PGR2 nets G-RUN is a class of al-
gebraic LESs that characterizes the set of A matrices leading to
correct LES implementations, for any given CD-RAS, as an in-
tegral polytope [8]. To formally define this class of policies, con-
sider a well-marked S3PGR2 net N = (P0∪PS∪PR, T,W,M0),
and let oi = o(Ri), i = 1, . . . ,m, where o() : R → {1, . . . ,m}
is any partial order imposed on resource set R. Given a place
p ∈ PS , a neighborhood Np of p is defined by Np ⊆ p••∩PS . Fur-
thermore, a function g() : {p ∈ PS | p

•• ∩P0 = ∅} → {Np | p ∈
PS ∧ p

•• ∩ P0 = ∅} determines uniquely a community Ψ of N ,
defined by Ψ = {(p, q) | p ∈ PS ∧ p

•• ∩ P0 = ∅ ∧ q ∈ Np}. Let
the set of all communities of N be denoted by CN , and ρmin

p =
min{oi | aip > 0, i = 1, . . . ,m}, ∀p ∈ PS . Then, an algebraic

LES, (A = [ᾱip]
i=1,...,N
p∈PS

, f = (fi)i=1,...,N ), is a G-RUN LES iff

N = m; fi = Ci, i = 1, . . . ,m; and ∃ o() : R → {1, . . . ,m}
and some community Ψ ∈ CN , s.t.

ᾱip ≥ ᾱiq ∀(p, q) ∈ Ψ, ∀Ri ∈ R (2)

s.t. oi ≥ ρ
min
p

ᾱip = 0 ∀p ∈ PS , ∀Ri ∈ R (3)

s.t. oi < ρ
min
p

Ci ≥ ᾱip ≥ aip ∀p ∈ PS , ∀Ri ∈ R (4)

ᾱip ∈ {0} ∪ Z
+ ∀p ∈ PS , ∀Ri ∈ R (5)

¦
We notice, for those familiar with the original definitions of

RUN LES for sequential RAS with linear process flows, pre-
sented in [1], [13], that the notion of community Ψ facilitates
the implementation of the original policy-defining logic in the
broader class of RAS presenting routing flexibility, by arbitrar-
ily selecting for each stage p ∈ PS with p•• ∩ P0 = ∅, a number
of immediate successor stages, q ∈ Np ≡ g(p), and requiring
that the policy-defining conditions are satisfied w.r.t. each pair
(p, q) ∈ Ψ. This arbitrary definition of the community set, Ψ,
through the arbitrary definition of function g() during the pol-
icy implementation, introduces an additional parameterization
of the G-RUN LES2 that constitutes the basis for the definition
of the dynamic G-RUN in Section III. The correctness of the
G-RUN LES was established in [11], where it was shown that
the CS3PGR2 net implementing a G-RUN LES is live. Further-
more, in [11], [8] it was also shown that, given an S3PGR2 netN
with some pre-selected partial resource ordering oi, i = 1, . . . ,m,
and community Ψ, an operationally efficient G-RUN implemen-
tation can be computed via a linear program [14] defined by the
following formulation:

minG(A;N , o,Ψ) =
∑

i=1,...,m

∑

p∈PS

ᾱip (6)

s.t. Equations (2) – (4)

Example 2 As an example of the G-RUN LES implementa-
tion, consider the S3PGR2 net introduced in Example 1. Tak-
ing the arbitrary partial resource ordering o1 = 2, o2 = 1, o3 =
3, and community Ψ1 = {(p1, p2), (p2, p3), (p4, p5), (p5, p7),
(p6, p8)}, we solve the linear program defined by equations (2)-
(4), and (6). The resulting G-RUN LES is expressed by Equa-
tion (7).

[

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1
2 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 1

]

·MS ≤

[

4
4
3

]

(7)

2i.e., beyond the parameterization of the original RUN LES w.r.t. the em-

ployed resource ordering

Next, with the same resource ordering, we consider another
community, defined by Ψ2 = {(p1, p2), (p2, p3), (p4, p5), (p5, p8),
(p6, p9)}. After solving the corresponding linear program, we
obtain a different G-RUN LES realization, defined in Equa-
tion (8).

[

2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 1
2 2 2 2 2 1 0 2 1

]

·MS ≤

[

4
4
3

]

(8)

¦

III. Dynamic Algebraic LES, Policy Mixtures, and the

Dynamic G-RUN

Dynamic Algebraic LES Under the resource allocation-
based interpretation of the control sub-net implementing the
super-imposition of an algebraic LES on a given S3PGR2 net,
N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪ PR, T,W,M0), each column ap of the LES-
defining matrix A represents a policy-induced resource alloca-
tion requirement w.r.t. the control resources wi, i = 1, . . . , N ,
associated with the place p ∈ PS . This set of fictitious (control)
resources is requested for the execution of the corresponding
process stage in addition to the original resource allocation re-
quirement w.r.t. the actual resource set R, and it is uniquely
defined for each place p ∈ PS . In the following, we shall refer to
the combination of the actual and the policy-induced resource
allocation requirement associated with any place p ∈ PS as the
effective resource allocation requirement for p. The class of the
dynamic algebraic LES relaxes the uniqueness assumption for
the supervisor-induced resource allocation, by allowing alterna-
tive policy-induced resource allocation requests for each process
stage; an input transition of the corresponding place p ∈ PS can
be enabled if any of its alternative effective resource allocation
requests can be satisfied.

In more technical terms, given a S3PGR2 net N = (P0∪PS∪
PR, T,W,M0) with PR = {r1, . . . , rm} and PS = {p1, . . . , pσ},
a dynamic algebraic LES for this net, allowing γ alternative
policy-induced resource allocation requests for each process
stage, is represented by a set of linear inequalities:

D · M̂S ≤ f (9)

where D = [Dp1 . . .Dpσ ] is an (N) × (σ · γ) matrix, with
Dpk = [d1pk . . .d

γ
pk
], k = 1, . . . , σ, and djpk = (δj1pk , . . . , δ

j
Npk

)T ,
k = 1, . . . , σ, j = 1, . . . , γ. That is, for each pk, k = 1, . . . , σ,
there are γ alternative policy-induced resource allocation re-
quests associated with it for enforcing liveness, and δ

j
ipk

, k =
1, . . . , σ, j = 1, . . . , γ, i = 1, . . . , N , represents the requested
amount of the i-th control resource type for the process place
pk under the j-th alternative allocation scheme. In this rep-
resentation, M̂S = (m̂p1 , . . . , m̂pσ )

T is a (σ · γ)- dimensional
vector representing the system resource allocation state, where
m̂pk = (µ1pk , . . . , µ

γ
pk
), k = 1, . . . , σ, and µjpk , k = 1, . . . , σ, j =

1, . . . , γ, indicates the number of processes (i.e. tokens) at stage
(i.e. place) pk under the j-th alternative allocation scheme.
f = (fi)i=1,...,N is an N -dimensional integral vector. The dy-
namic algebraic LES requires that an RAS state represented by
M̂S is admissible iff D · M̂S ≤ f .

In the PN-based modelling framework, the behavior of a
S3PGR2 net, N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪ PR, T,W,M0), under the control
of a dynamic algebraic LES with γ resource allocation alterna-
tives per process stage, is represented by another S3PGR2 net,
N c = (P c

0 ∪ P c
S ∪ P c

R, T
c,W c,Mc

0 ), where: (i) P c
0 = P0, P

c
S =

⋃

pj∈PS
{pij , i = 1, . . . , γ}, and P c

R = PR ∪ {wi, i = 1, . . . , N};

(ii) Mc
0 (p) = M0(p), ∀p ∈ P0 ∪ PR, M

c
0 (p) = 0, ∀p ∈ P c

S and
Mc
0 (wi) = fi, i = 1, . . . , N ; (iii) every transition t ∈ T with
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•t = {pj} ⊂ PS and t• = {pk} ⊂ PS is represented in T c

by γ2 transitions, tl, l = 1, . . . , γ2, interconnecting every place
pij , i = 1, . . . , γ to every place pik, i = 1, . . . , γ; similarly every
transition t connecting a place pj ∈ P0 (resp. PS) to a place
pk ∈ PS (resp. P0) in the original net S3PGR2, is represented in
T c by γ transitions connecting pj (resp., each pij , i = 1, . . . , γ)

to each pik, i = 1, . . . , γ (resp., pk); (iv) finally, the connectivity
of T c to the resource set P c

R expresses the effective resource al-
location taking place during the process advancement through
the various stage alternatives. It is obvious from this construc-
tion, that if N and γ are polynomially related to the size of
the original S3PGR2 net, N , the size of the net N c, modelling
the controlled system behavior, is polynomially related to the
size of N . Hence, the considered dynamic algebraic LES can be
implemented and executed with polynomial computational cost .
Policy Mixtures One way to synthesize a γ-alternative dy-

namic algebraic LES for a given S3PGR2 net N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪
PR, T,W,M0), is by interleaving the policy-induced resource al-
location requirements for each place p ∈ PS , generated by γ

simple algebraic LES (Ai, f), i = 1, . . . , γ, with the same rhs
vector f . The resulting LES essentially mixes the defining logic
of its constituent policies, since it allows a process to execute
any given stage through the effective resource allocation speci-
fied by any of the constituent policies. This basic characteriza-
tion of the policy mixture through the synthesis of a dynamic
algebraic LES, can be further refined, by recognizing that, given
two columns dipk and djpk from the resulting LES-defining ma-

trix D, with dipk > djpk ,
3 the policy-induced resource alloca-

tion alternative dipk can be dropped from matrix D without
compromising the correctness or the permissiveness of the re-
sulting policy. Hence, under this more concise realization, the
LES-defining matrix D will contain only minimal columns of
matrices Ai, i = 1, . . . , γ, with the min operation taken on a
process stage-by-process stage basis. In the following discussion,
columns that have been dropped from the D matrix of a (policy
mixture-based) dynamic algebraic LES will be represented by a
column full of ∞.

In general, there is no guarantee that the dynamic algebraic
LES resulting from the mixture of γ correct algebraic LES, as
described above, will successfully enforce the liveness of the con-
trolled system. Yet, next we present a particular dynamic al-
gebraic LES, resulting from the mixing of a number of G-RUN
implementations, which is guaranteed to be a correct LES for
the underlying RAS. Furthermore, it is shown that this new
LES class is more permissive than the LES that results from
the standard disjunction of the constituent LES’s (i.e., the LES
under which a RAS state is accepted iff there exists at least one
constituent policy accepting the state).
Dynamic G-RUN LES Given a well-marked S3PGR2 net,

N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪ PR, T,W,M0), a dynamic G-RUN LES for
it is defined by the mixture of γ different G-RUN LES, with
matrices A1,A2, . . . ,Aγ , computed based on a fixed resource
ordering o() : R → {1, . . . ,m}, but γ different communities
Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,Ψγ ∈ CN . Hence, based on the above discussion
on dynamic algebraic LES and policy mixtures, the dynamic
G-RUN LES defined by the A1,A2, . . . ,Aγ matrices, is the
dynamic algebraic LES (D = [d1p1 . . .d

γ
p1 . . .d

1
pσ . . .d

γ
pσ ], f =

(fi)i=1,...,m)) with fi = Ci, i = 1, . . . ,m, and ∀pk ∈ PS , ∀j =
1, . . . , γ,

d
j
pk

=

{

ajpk if 6 ∃alpk s.t. alpk < a
j
pk
, l = 1, . . . , γ

(∞) otherwise
(10)

3Given two N-dimensional vectors a1 and a2, a1 > a2 iff ∀i =

1, . . . , N, a1[i] ≥ a2[i], and a1 6= a2.

Theorem 1: The PN N c = (P c
0 ∪ P

c
S ∪ P

c
R, T

c,W c,Mc
0 ) rep-

resenting a dynamic G-RUN implementation on a well-marked
S3PGR2 net, N = (P0 ∪ PS ∪ PR, T,W,M0), is live.
Proof: Since, according to the previous discussion, the net

N c belongs to the class of S3PGR2 nets, it suffices to show
that the policy-induced resource allocation requirements spec-
ified by the dynamic G-RUN LES satisfy Constraints (2) - (5)
for a resource ordering o() : R→ {1, . . . ,m} and a community
Ψ ∈ CNc . For this, suppose that the considered dynamic G-
RUN LES mixes γ simple G-RUN LESs, each of which is defined
by matrix Ak, k = 1, . . . , γ. Let o′() : R→ {1, . . . ,m} and Ψk

respectively denote the common resource ordering and the com-
munity employed in the k-th G-RUN implementation. Then, it
follows that for k = 1, . . . , γ, the triplet < Ak, o′(), Ψk > satis-
fies Constraints (2) - (5). Set o() ≡ o′(). A community Ψ ∈ CNc

s.t. Ψ, o(), and D satisfy Constraints (2) - (5), is constructed as
follows: Without loss of generality, consider pk ∈ P c

S for some
k ∈ {1, . . . , γ} and p ∈ PS s.t. p•• ∩ P0 = ∅. If ∃qk ∈ P c

S

(i.e., the corresponding column has not been dropped from D)
and (p, q) ∈ Ψk, we set g(pk) ≡ {qk} in the definition of Ψ.
Constraints (2) - (5) are immediately satisfied. Otherwise, all
places qk ∈ P c

S with (p, q) ∈ Ψk have been removed during the
construction of N c. Then, there must exist q ∈ p•• ∩ PS with
(p, q) ∈ Ψk, and d ∈ {1, . . . , γ}−{k} with q

d ∈ P c
S , s.t. a

k
q > a

d
q .

We set g(pk) ≡ {qd} in the definition of Ψ. Since (akp,a
k
q ) sat-

isfies Constraints (2) - (5), it follows that (akp,a
d
q) also satisfies

them. ¦
The combination of the next theorem and example establishes

that the dynamic G-RUN LES can be more permissive than the
LES resulting from the disjunction of the constituent policies.
Theorem 2: Given a well-marked S3PGR2 net, N = (P0 ∪

PS ∪ PR, T,W,M0) with PS = {p1, . . . , pσ}, consider γ differ-
ent G-RUN LES matrices, A1,A2, . . . ,Aγ , computed based on
a fixed resource ordering o() : R → {1, . . . ,m}, but γ differ-
ent communities Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,Ψγ ∈ CN . The dynamic G-RUN
LES (D = [d1p1 . . .d

γ
p1 . . .d

1
pσ . . .d

γ
pσ ], f), constructed by Equa-

tion (10) is at least as permissive as the supervisor disjunction
of (A1, f), (A2, f), . . . , (Aγ , f).
Proof: Suppose that MS = (mp1 , . . . ,mpσ ) is admitted by

some LES (Aj , f), j = 1, . . . , γ. Next, we construct a mark-

ing M̂S = (µ1p1 , . . . , µ
γ
p1 , . . . , µ

1
pσ , . . . , µ

γ
pσ ) for the net N c that

corresponds to the same RAS state as the marking MS , and
it is admitted by the dynamic G-RUN LES under considera-
tion. M̂S is obtained as follows: (i) Initially, set M̂S = (0); (ii)
Subsequently, ∀mpk , k = 1, . . . , σ, if djpk 6= (∞), µjpk = mpk .

Otherwise, there exists dlpk for some l = 1, . . . , γ, s.t. dlpk <

ajpk , where ajpk is the column corresponding to process place

pk ∈ PS in the G-RUN LES matrix Aj ; we set µlpk = mpk .

It follows that (i) ∀k = 1, . . . , σ,
∑γ

i=1
µipk = mpk and (ii)

D · M̂S ≤ A
j ·MS ≤ f , i.e., marking M̂S represents the same

RAS state as marking MS , and it is admitted by the dynamic
G-RUN LES. ¦
Example 3 Consider the two G-RUN LES implementations

expressed by Equation (7) and Equation (8), obtained in Ex-
ample 2 by the use of two different community sets. Based on
the construction procedure defined in Equation (10), we obtain

the following dynamic G-RUN LES, D · M̂S ≤ C, where:

D =

[

2 2 1 1 1 1 1∞ 0∞ ∞ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0∞ 2∞ ∞ 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 1∞ 0∞ ∞ 1 0 0 2 2 1 1

]

(11)
The dynamic G-RUN defined by Equation (11) is more per-

missive than the disjunction of the G-RUN LESs defined by
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Equations (7) and (8). Indeed, from Theorem 2, every state
admitted by the supervisor disjunction is also admitted by the
dynamic G-RUN. However, the dynamic G-RUN admits also
the state MS = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0)T which is not admitted by
any of the constituent G-RUN LESs (c.f. Eqs 7 and 8). The cor-
responding state representation in the dynamic G-RUN imple-
mentation is M̂S = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−, 2,−,−, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T ;
the dashes ‘-’ indicate the vector elements that multiply the (∞)
columns of D, which would be dropped from the matrix in an
actual, more concise implementation. ¦
Enhancing the permissiveness of dynamic G-RUN

LES The specialization to the G-RUN LES of the discussion
on the computational complexity of the implementation of dy-
namic algebraic LES on any given S3PGR2 net, implies that a
G-RUN LES will be polynomially implementable as long as the
number of the constituent policies, γ, is polynomially related
to the size of the underlying S3PGR2 net. However, if one is
willing to forego the requirement for polynomial real-time exe-
cution of the resulting policy instantiation, an even more flexible
implementation of a dynamic G-RUN LES can be obtained as
follows: Given a S3PGR2 net, a partial ordering on the system
resources, o() : R → {1, . . . ,m}, and γ different communities,
the matrix D, representing the resulting dynamic G-RUN LES,
can be computed by solving γ linear programs and taking the
minimal columns from the resulting matrices. Then, the admis-
sibility of a state MS is decided by the following test: A state
MS = (mp1 , . . . ,mpσ ) is admissible iff ∃ a positive integer vec-

tor M̂S = (µ1p1 , . . . , µ
γ1
p1 , . . . , µ

1
pσ , . . . , µ

γσ
pσ ) s.t. D · M̂S ≤ f and

∀k = 1, . . . , σ,
∑γk

j=1
µjpk = mpk . This can be tested on-line by

solving a system of linear diophantine equations [14]. Notice
that the solution of this system of equations essentially tries
to logically4 redistribute the active process instances across the
various policy-induced control resource allocation requests in a
way that will satisfy the constraint of Equation (9). On the
other hand, the integral nature of the system variables renders
it a proposition of non-polynomial complexity.

Finally, it should be noted that the flexibility of the dynamic
G-RUN LES can be further enhanced when it is applied in con-
nection with the following supervisor disjunction scheme: Given
γ different communities and ω different resource orderings, we
first compute the dynamic G-RUN LES for each ordering, ob-
taining ω dynamic G-RUN LESs, D1, . . . ,Dω. Then, it fol-
lows that a state represented by M̂S is admissible iff ∃Dl s.t.
Dl · M̂S ≤ f , for some l = 1, . . . , ω. The LES resulting from the
disjunction of dynamic G-RUN LESs will be at least as permis-
sive as any of its constituent dynamic supervisors, and it could
potentially admit additional states, not admitted by any of the
constituent LES.

IV. Conclusions

This paper presented a method for enhancing the permissive-
ness of the class of algebraic LESs that has been investigated
actively in the literature as a computationally viable tool for
enforcing the liveness of various RAS classes. The proposed
class of LESs, named dynamic algebraic LESs, was able to pro-
vide increased permissiveness by taking better advantage of the
routing flexibility inherent in contemporary RASs. Specifically,
this paper considered the G-RUN LES, a class of algebraic LESs
proposed in [8], that allows supervisor parameterization based
on the routing flexibility, and augmented its structure so that
alternative effective resource allocation requirements for each
process stage can be allowed. It also provided a computation-

4Remember that all tokens of the markings µ
j
pk
, j = 1, . . . , γk, correspond to

process instances executing the same process stage in the original RAS, under

an identical allocation from the original resource set R.

ally efficient method for constructing a dynamic algebraic LES
from a set of G-RUN LESs, instantiated through different rout-
ing schemes. Finally, the proposed approach was shown to be
more powerful than the standard supervisor disjunction.

It is interesting to notice that any class of RASs allowing
conjunctive resource allocations is closed under implementa-
tion of an algebraic LES. On the other hand, the closure prop-
erty of S3PGR2 nets with respect to the embedding of a dy-
namic algebraic LES can be attributed to the fact that the
S3PGR2 net also allows for alternate process routings. Accord-
ingly, we believe that the motivating ideas and the correctness
proof method presented in this paper can be extended to other
RAS and/or supervisor classes, as long as (i) the considered
RAS class allows for conjunctive resource allocation and rout-
ing flexibility, and (ii) the proposed policy mixture preserves
the structure/property underlying the correctness of the con-
stituent policies. One such application in the context of an
RAS that augments the CD-RAS with the features of reworks
and uncontrollable events, can be found in [11]. Future work
will focus on the problem of selecting polynomially-sized sets of
communities in a way that tends to maximize the operational
permissiveness/flexibility of the resulting policy mixture.
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